
Minutes:  OD Low Vision Workgroup  

Date:  Monday, August 21, 2017 

4:00-4:30PM EST    

Call participants:  Lisa Chan-Oconnell, Sally Dang, Olga Whitman, Susan Payne, Greg Hopkins, Danielle 

Wilhelm and Karen Brahm.  

1.       Update on productivity/RVU: 

a. There are still people that are on the list that are not practicing low vision >50% of the time; we are 

trying to clear this up. Each Fiscal year, there a new additions to the listing that may or may not be 

accurate, hence a yearly evaluation is needed to keep the person class listing as accurate as possible.   

b. Review of the productivity shows that those providers (>50%) have a lower productivity due to the 

nature of the exam; therefore a white paper is being developed to recommend a productivity measure for 

low vision providers that reflect the difference in type of exam.  There will always be some outliers such 

as chiefs or resident supervisors, but it is too difficult to take into account on every outlier.   

 

2.       Update on unspecified visual loss (H54.7) 

a.       Based on the information provided, H54.7- Loss of Vision, visual, would be appropriate as long as 

the documentation supports this diagnosis. There has been a push by Medicare to not cover unspecified 

codes; however, if there is no specific diagnosis, unspecified codes are the only ones that can be used. 

The providers need to make sure their documentation supports the diagnosis codes that they are using. 

The higher the specificity of the documentation, the higher specificity of the diagnosis codes. If it’s not 

documented, then they cannot use those codes.  

So if a clinic wanted to use this code to track patients that have acuities of 20/40-20/70; this code would 

be inappropriate for that purpose.  

 

3.      Bioptic Committee:  

Greg Hopkins has agreed to lead the committee on gathering information on Bioptic driving in the states 

and will attempt to put together a guide to what is offered in the different VA’s. Goals are to hopefully 

determine the best approach and to develop a standard for bioptic and bioptic training for multiple 

locations.  Greg would like to start with a committee to obtain responses to a series of questions  

including how frequent is driving asked by patients and whether the provider has to send to bioptic rehab 

programs.  He has a few individuals that have volunteered to work with him on the committee.  If you are 

interested and would like participate please contact Greg (greg.hopkins@va.gov) or Lisa (lisa.chan-

oconnell@va.gov). 
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4. Question regarding scheduling for clinics: How many open positions do you have on your 

schedule/clinic grid for the OD, the LVT and the O&M each, individually?  And, how many overbooks 

do you allow beyond those appointment slots?   

Dr. Dang schedules inpatient, outpatient and primary care appointments.  All new low vision evaluations 

are scheduled for 2 hours including visual fields and DFE.  If no DFE is being performed, they are 

scheduled for 1 hour.  Established patients will get a DFE if they are non-visual (i.e. NLP).  Since they are 

a BRC, they also schedule discharge and intake slots for 30 min each.  

Dr. Wilhelm reports that the OD and CLVT see the Pt on the same day as much as possible but will return 

for training with the CLVT.  The schedule is a 1hr block but may be a 120 min (2hr block) if DFE etc. is 

being done as well.   

In Brooklyn the CLVT and OM see the pt. the same day as the OD for initial exams.  The pt. will 

generally always see the CLVT whenever they see the OD.  Time slots are 1 hour for the LV exam and 1 

hour with CLVT.  The Mobility specialist has 1 hour time slots and a couple 2hour time slots if they are 

training outside (army base next door).   There are no overbooks for the clinic. 

In Northport, the pt. sees the LVT same day in VICTORS but in basic low vision will be scheduled back 

for the LVT. 

 Baltimore has 90 min exams due to the fact there is NO CLVT.  The OD does all the training.  When 

there was a CLVT; the OD and the CLVT were seen on the same day.  

Ohio: The LV OD has 1 hour exams.  There is no CLVT at this site; the OD does the training. Pts are 

seen in Retina clinic right after the low vision exam.   

The general consensus is that the exam is 1 hour with dilation being performed by primary care/retina 

clinic.  If there is no CLVT on staff and the OD does the training the exam time slot is longer.   If there is 

a new evaluation without any ocular health information, the pt. is placed in a longer time slot.  

 

Our next conference call is October 16th, 2017.  See you at Academy!  

 

 

 

 

 


